The Best Email Defense is a Good Offense

24 million emails in one month—that’s the number of malicious, junk, or scam messages NUIT knocks out before they ever hit University Inboxes.

Thanks to Northwestern’s Email Defense System (EDS) NUIT proactively blocks a huge amount of junk and scam email before it gets to you.

Not only does EDS keep your Inbox relatively clear, it also defends you and the University network from potential security threats.

Using EDS, you can also take control of your own digital security and manage messages by blocking Bad Senders and setting Good Senders. Find step-by-step instructions on using EDS at www.it.northwestern.edu/security/eds/.

Need a refresher on identifying malicious messages? NUIT has six key ways to help you spot the scam in this short video www.it.northwestern.edu/security/phishing/.

Bookmark the Computer Security Web page at www.it.northwestern.edu/security/